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This portfolio is based on skills. Every page is organised in a way to 
highlight a project (media used, location and year it took place). A short 
description provides a general idea about the concept of the particular 
project.
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Mental mapping

Mental mapping of Coney Island
Hand drawing (100cm x 300cm)

Location of the project: New York, USA

Master dissertation, fourth semester of International Master,
KU Leuven - 2015

The mental map is a not a real representation of Coney Island, but more a 
personal interpretation of the area, highlighting its main challenges and po-
tentials and unique scenarios and configurations that can be found within its 
territory.
The map can be read both ways; from top to the bottom and vice-versa. 
It gradually introduces important issues that need to be tackled through 
architectural interventions. Various social problems necessitate the type of 
broad-spectrum interventions that are usually associated with new educa-
tional opportunities. A general lack of designed collective spaces, hindering 
the inhabitants from developing a deeper sense of community, leads to ideas 
about a community-life-related programme. Finally, the social life seems to 
need to shift towards a new network in the high-potential area of the Creek 
and its waterscape territories.
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Urban strategy

Axonometric views of the digital 3D site model 
Mixed media: Rhino, Illustrator and Photoshop

Location of the project: Coney Island, New York, USA

Master dissertation, fourth semester of International Master,
KU Leuven - 2015

The main goal of the urban strategy is to create a network of interventions 
spread along the waterfront, with a general aim to revitalise the Creek. Each 
intervention will enable a visual and physical connection to the water, by pro-
viding either a platform for boats or gradual steps towards the water. The plat-
forms will act as a generator of a new water mobility network, connecting the 
two opposite sides of the Creek. 
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Exploded axonometric

Exploded axonometric view 
Mixed media: Rhino and Illustrator

Location of the project: Coney Island, New York, USA

Master dissertation, fourth semester of International Master,
KU Leuven - 2015

The initial idea of the proposal was to combine two different types of struc-
tures together: layers of slabs and an auditorium shaped space. The auditorium 
space extents, as a parasitic box, from the more radical larger volume that 
consists of the slabs. This box provides a view to the southern side of the Creek 
through a large glazed wall, which can be closed when necessary, transforming 
the space into a dark auditorium space.
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Atmospheric drawings

Atmospheric eye-level views, roof-top plan and sections
Mixed media: Rhino, Illustrator and photoshop

Location of the project: Coney Island, New York, USA

Master dissertation, fourth semester of International Master,
KU Leuven - 2015

This proposal, adapted to the existing landscape following a thorough site 
analysis, suggests an intervention dedicated to water and gradually divided in 
two parts: the fishing centre and the swimming centre. The intervention has a 
long shape that provides a journey and is semi-hidden into the landscape, imi-
tating the existing landscape. Linear volumes are placed one next to the other 
as a sequel of spaces, creating one longer space.
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Site analysis, infographics

Site analysis of Whitechapel high street  
Mixed media: Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

For the site analysis of Whitechapel High street specific aspects have been 
studied, creating a knowledge database that would later inform the proposal. 
Several issues are shown on the mappings, the elevation of the street and the 
infographics, such as transport infrastructure, existence of open spaces, use 
of buildings, informal routes, street furniture and community infrastructure.
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Axonometric

Axonometric of Whitechapel Gallery and diagram of occupancy
Mixed media: Illustrator, Photoshop, hand drawing

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

The basic concept of this project has been the investigation of the private and 
the public realm and the discovery or creation of thresholds between these 
two spheres. The first stages of work required the identification of threshold 
conditions in Whitechapel High Street. The entrance of Aldgate East Station is 
situated between the two entrances of the Whitechapel Gallery. This creates 
a threshold within the same building, separating two different spaces, one 
dedicated to mobility and the other to art. Two different routes of people us-
ing these spaces are formed and they cross each other in front of this thresh-
old. Users of the station usually move in a fast and anxious rhythm, whereas 
users of the gallery move relaxed as they reach their leisure destination. It is 
essentially a threshold between utility and creativity.
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Site model

Site model of Whitechapel high street  
Model making using different types of wood

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

The proposal for the aforementioned site in Whitechapel is a building dedi-
cated to art. This building is intergraded in an existing network of art related 
buildings in the area. Its main purpose is to enhance the creativity of the citi-
zens, whether they are artists or not. The purpose of the building is not only to 
promote art and new artists, but also to strengthen the ties of the community 
with the proposed multicultural and creative collaboration. Its programme can 
function as a political manifesto advocating the practice of exchanging rather 
than buying in an era of economic crisis.
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Component model

Material studies for the creation of a bespoke architectural 
screen
Mixed media: Bended wood, model making

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

Part of the project was the creation of a component that would be able to 
function as a threshold, while maintaining practical qualities that would allow 
its upcoming introduction to the proposed building.
The component is used as a boundary that separates, in a gentle way, the 
private from the public areas. The component is also used externally, in a big-
ger scale, as a screen, creating a further division between the public and the 
private on a city scale. 
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Orthographic drawings

Plan and Section of the final proposal 
Mixed media: Rhinoceros, Illustrator

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

A two-part building is designed, with one part being considerably lower than 
the other one, so as to not restrict the light of the neighbours, causing unnec-
essary legal disputes. The consequent loss in covered space was compensated 
by an extensive use of the open roof space, with the creation of an open cin-
ema with tiered seats, a graffiti area and a gardening area.  
The building is dressed with glazing, which will offer the visibility that will render 
its activities clearer and more desirable for the general public. The initial com-
ponent is used on a larger scale as a screen, which, according to the light study, 
prevents the sunlight to directly enter the building in the hottest hours of the 
day during summer, while allowing it to enter during the rest of the year. This 
renders the building friendlier from an environmental perspective through the 
reduction of its energy consumption.
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Rendering

Rendering of the final proposal 
Mixed media: Rhinoceros, Illustrator, Photoshop
(upright: hand drawn sketch)

Location of the project: London, UK

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

The proposal is about a building that will function as a large art workspace. In 
the building, there will be an extended network of knowledge exchange: all local 
artist will be invited to join the organisation as members. They will then have 
the opportunity to offer lessons in their domain, and in exchange for that they 
will get credits that will allow them to use the workshops and follow courses 
taught by fellow artists. The whole building will become a large art school and 
workshop, where artists will teach each other new methods and techniques 
without any form of payment. Thus, the building will aim at functioning as a 
self-funded, independent open art school and workshop, which will serve the 
local community and promote creativity among the citizens of Whitechapel.
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Shots of the 1:25 model of the liveable space showing atmos-
phere of everyday life   

Interior model

Location of the project: Ghent, Belgium

Third year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 2013

A 1:25 model of the interior of a proposed appartment with handmade ele-
ments (furniture, decoration) showing materiality and the atmoshpere of the 
everyday living space.
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Contextual model

Shots of the 1:500 model set in the environment    
Mixed media: Illustrator, laser cutter

Location of the project: Ghent, Belgium

Third semester, International Master, Sint-Lucas, KU Leuven - 
2014

The project is located at a very strategic point -between the highway and the 
centre of the city- and it functions as a mobility hub, filtering car traffic into 
sustainable mobility through its large underground parking capacity.
Generally, the project communicates harmonically with the urban surround-
ings. Its added value is the new public space generated, with a distinctive green 
note and a connection to the water, as well as the variety of elements, atmos-
pheres and programmes, through which it becomes a small world of its own; 
a Microcosmos.
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Sectual perspective

Sectual Perspective of the proposal Scale 1:50 
Made on Illustrator

Location of the project: Ghent, Belgium

Third semester, International Master, Sint-Lucas, KU Leuven - 
2014

Ample interior and exterior spaces are created through a project that enhances 
and improves the connection with the water and the communication with the 
urban surroundings, while acting as a threshold from the open public space to 
a space that offers informal opportunities for exploration through views, circu-
lation and social interaction.
Three types of buildings are placed in each side of the triangular site, each 
one responding through programme and shape to its neighbouring environ-
ment: a residential building with pervious ground floor, facing the canal and 
the new mediatheque, separate residential buildings with commercial ground 
floor along the residential alley and semi-transparent office buildings opening 
the site to the “entrance of the city”.
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Contextual model

Shots of the 1:500 model set in the environment    
Mixed media: Illustrator, laser cutter, model making

Location of the project: Ghent, Belgium

Second semester, International Master, Sint-Lucas, KU Leuven 
- 2013

The selected site is the Sint-Amands square and it is located in the old histori-
cal centre of Ghent, attached to the Sint-Pieters square. At the moment the 
site is occupied as a parking, although there are plenty of parking spaces in the 
underground parking under Sint-Pieters square.  
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Orthographic drawings

Plan, Section and detailing of the project    
Mixed media: Illustrator, Autocad

Location of the project: Ghent, Belgium

Second semester, International Master, Sint-Lucas, KU Leuven 
- 2013

The proposal for Sint-Amands square is a subtle intervention aiming to provide 
a greater impact, while respecting the historical value of the site and its current 
use.
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Site model

1:5000 site model 
Mixed media: Rhino, Illustrator, Laser cutter

Location of the project: Rupia, Catalonia, Spain

Second year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 
2012

The central part of the village is surrounded by walls of gothic rhythm. Within 
the surrounded area there are houses that are quite old, some of them refur-
bished. Above the door of most houses one can read the year in which every 
individual house was built. Houses that have this kind of door were built before 
the 16th century and there is no specific mention of their year of built.
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Component model

1:1 physical model of a bespoke brick
Mixed media: Rhino, CNC machine, Moulding with plaster and 
raisin, and others.

Location of the project: Rupia, Catalonia, Spain

Second year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 
2012

In November 2011, our unit visited the Grymsdyke Farm which is situated 
within Lacey Green, a small village in the Chilterns in Buckinghamshire. A work-
shop took place there, focusing on the ways to work on a CNC digital fabrica-
tion facility. Using the facilities of the Grymsdyke Farm (wood workshop and 
3 axes CNC digital fabrication facility), I created the moulds that I have used 
throughout my work on this project in order to create curved bricks.
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Interior model

Atmospheric photoshoot of 1:20 model of the proposal
Mixed media: Rhino, Illustrator, Laser cutter, Moulding with 
plaster and raisin, and others.

Location of the project: Rupia, Catalonia, Spain

Second year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 
2012

Creation of detailed model on 1:20 scale using mainly laser cutter and mouling 
techniques to create the components of the model.
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Rammed earth wall 

Rammed earth wall construction on site

Location of the project: Rupia, Catalonia, Spain

Second year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 
2012

The workshop was held at the house of the Architect Luis Sarda in Rupia. 
There, specialists offered practical courses on traditional building techniques 
such as rammed earth wall construction. 
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Adobe bricks

Adobe bricks construction on site

Location of the project: Rupia, Catalonia, Spain

Second year of Bachelor, RIBA I, University of East London - 
2012

During the workshop held at the house of the Architect Luis Sarda in Rupia, a 
course focused on the creation of adobe bricks 1:1 scale took place.
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Illustration, film making 

Creation of stop motion film and panels for the promotion of 
project “Velo M2” 
Mixed media: Adobe premiere, Photoshop, hand-drawing

Location of the project: Brussels, Belgium

Project published for crowdfunding in 2015

Freelance contribution to the crowdfunding project of the collectives Soft Rev-
olution, Canal Park BXL, Pic Nic The Street, Meerkat Magazine.
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Graphic design, illustration

Graphic design and illustration for the event “Pic Nic the Streets”
Mixed media: Adobe Photoshop, hand-drawing

Location of the project: Brussels, Belgium

Project published in 2014

Freelance contribution to the event “Pic Nic the Streets” with the conception 
and design of the main image of the promotional material. 
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‘Parckfarm - Afterlife’ workshop 

Exhibition at the Bhyrr, Tour and Taxis
organised by Petra Pferdmenges
Postcard made with mixed media: Photoshop, hand-drawing

Location of the project: Brussels, Belgium

Exhibition realised in 2014

The workshop ‘ParckFarm - Afterlife’ in the framework of the festival Parckde-
sign 2014 invited us to explore individually a vision upon how the temporary 
urban farm could have a sustainable impact beyond the festival and upon the 
larger urban development of Tour & Taxis. The output was postcards - one per 
participant - and became a way to address multiple actors (local inhabitants, 
city planners, politicians) that aim to generate a discussion on the potential of 
an Afterlife of the ParckFarm beyond the festival Parckdesign 2014.
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Exhibition Coney Island Revisited

Exhibition at the Flanders House of New York, where the final 
output of the workshop “Coney Island Revisited” was presented
Mixed media: hand-drawing, Abobe Photoshop and In-Design

Location of the project: New York, USA

Exhibition realised in 2014

Sketch of the scenario
Person of interest

What did he say
The logo

Pointing the location on section
Pointing the location on plan

Text of the workshop

Personal message

A real address

Sending the postcard

The workshop continues by itself

The message arrives to the people

Front side

Workshop “Coney Island Revisited”, an integrated project of seminars, work-
shops, round tables, publications and events as an international exchange pro-
ject between Flanders - Belgium, the Netherlands and USA
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